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The History of Round Grove Products

In 2012, while installing an outdoor kitchen and fireplace, Scott Widmer realized there was an opportunity to reduce assembly and installation time using pre-fab hardscaping features, such as cabinets and fireplaces. He started making panelized, collapsible outdoor kitchen cabinets and storage sheds. Over the next two years, Scott was relentlessly seeking customer feedback to refine design features and develop product options. The products installed quicker, eliminated the logistics of materials and skilled labor compared to other fireplace kits, were more easily customized, and total installed costs were lower.

Round Grove manufactured the first ready-to-finish fireplace model in 2013. Brick oven production began in 2015. The Kiva-Mezzo combination unit (patent pending) was created in 2015 and available for sale the following year. New sizes, new features, and new variations continue to be introduced each year.

Distribution was mainly in the Great Lakes region from 2012 to 2015, but once Round Grove launched a website, customers became interested from all over the nation. The first international sale was in 2017. From the Widmer’s garage in 2012, production moved into a local Amish workshop without electricity, Wi-Fi, or running water. As the workforce grew, production moved to our present facility with all the utilities.

Round Grove strives to create high-quality products that reduce assembly and installation costs, provide a broad array of customization, and are generally available in two to three weeks’ lead time. New products are developed relying on customer input and feedback. Today, Round Grove Products is represented by over 100 dealers throughout the USA and continuing to expand due to the relentless commitment of owners Scott and Bonnie Widmer to customer service, high value products, and quick turnaround.
Make the focal point of your outdoor entertainment space a fireplace and a brick oven unit. This unique prefabricated combination is only available from Round Grove Products.* The fireplace and brick oven are two independent combustion chambers with separate flues. You can enjoy a fire in the fireplace or you can enjoy sweet and savory goodness roasting in the brick oven or you can do both simultaneously.

*US Patent No. D861410
The Baha combination unit features a wood-burning brick oven above a vent-free gas fire feature in the lower firebox. Choose a linear burner with colorful glass beads or one of our distinct gas log species for the lower fire feature. The Fiesta combination unit is for the serious brick oven aficionado with a deeper cooking area and firebox. The Kiva combination unit is an entry-level model that features a smaller brick oven design with a standard firebox. The Qubo is a side-by-side combination unit that can be randomly customized to include any size brick oven with any size firebox. Qubo also permits a gas burner option in the brick oven that is not available on any other combination unit.

Combination units enjoy all the features and options that Round Grove Products offers in ten standard models or any size your imagination creates—all made with real firebrick. The chimney transition can be angled, squared, monolithic, or tapered. Choose an arched, semi-circular, or rectangular firebox opening. Include a custom-sized hearth, extend the chimney higher to achieve the draw your site requires, then finish it off with a spark-arresting chimney cap in black, stainless, or copper.

Round Grove Products makes all of these elements available to create an entirely unique and custom outdoor feature that aligns with your specific design…shipped right to your site, ready-to-finish, no assembly, no delays.
BAHA FIRE GLASS OPTIONS

Mini Fire Pan Option 18"x 6" Pan  H-Burner Solo, Lava or Glass
Poco Fire Pan Option 24"x 8" Pan  H-Burner Solo, Lava or Glass
Mezzo Fire Pan Option 30"x 10" Pan  H-Burner Solo, Lava or Glass
Largo Fire Pan Option 36"x 12" Pan  H-Burner Solo, Lava or Glass

1/2" Classic Fire Glass
- 1/2" Azuria
- 1/2" Black
- 1/2" Bronze
- 1/2" Clear
- 1/2" Cobalt
- 1/2" Gray
- 1/2" Pacific Blue
- 1/2" StarFire
- 1/2" Copper

Zircon Fire Glass
- Black Diamond Luster
- Midnight Blue Luster
- Powder Blue Luster
- Rain Drop Luster
- Shamrock Green Luster

Fire Pit Glass
- Auburn Medium
- Auburn Small
- Coffee Medium
- Dark Blue Medium
- Ice Medium
- Onyx Medium
- Turquoise Medium
- Turquoise Small
- Yellow Small
- Light Blue Medium

Pre-Mixed Fire Glass
- 1/2" Bali Reflective
- 1/2" Bora Bora Reflective
- 1/2" Las Vegas Reflective
- 1/2" Maui Breeze Reflective
- 1/2" Yosemite Reflective
- 1/2" Zion Reflective
- 1/4" Bali Reflective
- 1/4" Bora Bora Reflective
- 1/4" Maui Breeze Reflective
- 1/4" Yosemite Reflective
- 1/4" Zion Reflective
- 1/4" Las Vegas Reflective
Enjoy a fire anytime in your backyard—a hearthside retreat with glowing embers, the aroma of wood smoke, and the warmth of a roaring flame. Fireplaces are available in four standard models or any size your imagination creates. You can align the transition from the base to the chimney to be an important visual feature of your design—angled, squared, monolithic, or tapered. The firebox is constructed with real firebrick in either running bond or herringbone patterns.
For a more dramatic appearance, choose the XD fireplace option. The fireplace has a 35" deep firebox and the overall presence of the fireplace commands attention on larger properties.

Another visual feature is the firebox opening. Your design can determine an arched, semi-circular, or rectangular firebox opening. Customize the hearth dimensions to fit the scale of your dream entertainment space. Include more details such as a television over the mantel, extend the chimney higher to achieve the draw your site requires, then cap it off with a spark-arresting chimney cap in either black, stainless, or copper.

Round Grove Products makes all of these fireplace elements available to create a custom fireplace that aligns with your specific design...shipped right to your site, ready-to-finish, no assembly, no delays.
The aromas of fresh-baked bread. The flavors of wood-fired pizza. Family and friends gathered to sample the next treat that emerges from your brick oven. It’s not just for pizza any more. You can enjoy a brick oven lifestyle that is centered around the hearth and time-honored methods for preparing any type of meal. A brick oven lifestyle takes a step back from the frantic pace of everyday life and truly immerses you into a pastime of how we used to cook our meals 150 years ago.
Brick ovens are available in four standard models or any size configured by your imagination. The brick oven is constructed with real firebrick with refractory materials that allow the unit to expand and contract with each fire. The most visible feature is the over-sized cast iron door that is manufactured in the U.S.A. that allows for larger items like roasts, cookie sheets, and cast-iron cook ware. A storage box is included under the brick oven, but you can add wood boxes on either side or design a work space and grill island to accompany the brick oven.

You can align the transition from the base to the chimney to be an important visual feature of your design—angled, squared, monolithic, or tapered. Or do something truly unique and incorporate a custom standing seam metal roof over the brick oven, then cap it off with a spark-arresting chimney cap in black, stainless, or copper.

Round Grove Products makes all of these elements available to create a custom brick oven that aligns with your specific design...shipped right to your site, ready-to-finish, no assembly, no delays.
The backyard barbeque has been a staple of American life since we first earned leisure time. We have matured from a simple charcoal grill beside the picnic table to an outdoor kitchen complete with a stainless grill, side burner, refrigerator, sink, storage, food prep, and seating for the family. Round Grove makes wood boxes for storing firewood, grill islands for any outdoor kitchen design, and bar height cabinets for dining and entertainment.

Round Grove Products makes all of these elements available to create an entirely unique and custom outdoor kitchen that aligns with your specific design...shipped right to your site, ready-to-finish, no assembly, no delays.
GRILL ISLANDS, CABINETS, & WOOD BOXES
MINI FIREBOX GAS LOG INSERTS

Enjoy your fireplace without all the work of splitting and stacking wood by adding a gas log insert!

2BRN-18/AWO
2-burner 18" Weathered Oak kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

2BRN-18/AJ
2-burner 18" Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.

2BRN-18/QA
2-burner 18" Quaking Aspen kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Quaking Aspen is a traditional birch log that balances the cream whites with the scarred black bark from the winter snows.

3BRN-18/AWO
3-burner 18" Weathered Oak kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

3BRN-18/AJ
3-burner 18" Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.
POCO FIREBOX GAS LOG INSERTS

2BRN-24/AWO
2-burner 24” Weathered Oak kit
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

2BRN-24/AJ
2-burner 24” Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.

2BRN-24/BPS
2-burner 24” Blue Pine kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Blue Pine Split were found in a bark beetle ravaged forest in Northern Arizona. The beetles left behind acres of down trees and created unbelievable wood character only captured by the Blue Pine Split collection.

2BRN-24/QA
2-burner 24” Quaking Aspen kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Quaking Aspen is a traditional birch log that balances the cream whites with the scarred black bark from the winter snows.

3BRN-24/AWO
3-burner 24” Weathered Oak kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

3BRN-24/AJ
3-burner 24” Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.

Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.
2BRN-30/AWO
2-burner 30” Weathered Oak kit
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

2BRN-30/AJ
2-burner 30” Juniper kit -
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.

2BRN-30/BPS
2-burner 30” Blue Pine kit -
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Blue Pine Split were found in a bark beetle ravaged forest in Northern Arizona. The beetles left behind acres of down trees and created unbelievable wood character only captured by the Blue Pine Split collection.

2BRN-30/QA
2-burner 24” Quaking Aspen kit -
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Quaking Aspen is a traditional birch log that balances the cream whites with the scarred black bark from the winter snows.

3BRN-30/AWO
3-burner 30” Weathered Oak kit -
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

3BRN-30/AJ
3-burner 30” Juniper kit -
Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.
LARGO FIREBOX GAS LOG INSERTS

2BRN-36/AWO
2-burner 36” Weathered Oak kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

2BRN-36/AJ
2-burner 36” Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.

3BRN-36/AWO
3-burner 36” Weathered Oak kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Weathered Oak logs were found in the Northern Arizona Forest from a tree that was struck by lightning more than 40 years ago.

3BRN-36/AJ
3-burner 36” Juniper kit - Includes the stainless steel grate and burner system, log sets, and control system.
Arizona Juniper is found in the washes and valleys of Northern Arizona terrain, much of the character of the natural wood comes from the rainy springs and hot summers causing exotic crackling and wild twisting in the wood.
FIREBOX DOOR UNITS

BELISARIO DOOR UNIT
FD-B

HANSEL DOOR UNIT
FD-H

SYMPHONY DOOR UNIT
FD-S

MARCOS DOOR UNIT
FD-M

ELEKTRA DOOR UNIT
FD-E

MARIA DOOR UNIT
FD-MA

ANTONIA DOOR UNIT
FD-A
BELISARIO LOG RACK
LR-B

HANSEL LOG RACK
LR-H

48” LOG RACK
W-1745

ARTISAN LOG RACK
LR-AI
FIREPLACE TOOL SETS

VINEYARD TOOL SET FT-VS

SCROLL TOOL SET FT-SS

BELISARIO TOOL SET FT-BS

IRIS TOOL SET FT-IS

KRUTNAVA TOOL SET FT-KS

RUTH TOOL SET FT-RS
All of our door units are available with mesh or glass. We offer a selection of frosted glass as well as plain clear glass. Tempered glass is standard no matter which glass you choose.
ACCESSORIES

12" ROUND MESH PIZZA SCREEN
PC0306

ASH BUCKET WITH SHOVEL
C-1724B

ASH BUCKET
C-1709B

ANDIRON
BO-0301-RGP

14" ROUND GLAZED PIZZA STONE
PC0113

15" SQUARE UNGLAZED PIZZA STONE
PC0100

20"X13.5" RECT. UNGLAZED PIZZA STONE
PC0102

16.5" ROUND UNGLAZED PIZZA STONE
PC0101

WOOD HANDLED FOLDING PIZZA PEEL
PC0216

LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM PIZZA PEEL
PC0202

HARDWOOD PIZZA PEEL
PC0219

8" ROUND PIZZA PEEL

TUSCAN GRILL
BO-0101-RGP

BIO-BLOCK (PKG OF 12 BRICKS)
BO-901-RGP

14" PIZZA CUTTER
PC0301-RGP

13.5" ROUND PIZZA PEEL
PC0214-RGP
The TRL redefines value with premium craftsmanship, horsepower and a price tag that puts it in a class of its own. With all of the special features of the TRL, the Deluxe Series turns up the heat with standard 20,000 BTU cast stainless steel burners, ultra heavy-duty construction and a generous warranty to back it up. Beauty, durability and muscle come together to create this truly superior performance grill.

**TRL 32” GRILL**
TRL32
Cooking Surface:
925 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 30 1/2 x (H) 10 x (D) 20 3/4

**TRL 38” GRILL**
TRL38
Cooking Surface:
1,156 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 38 1/2 x (H) 10 x (D) 20 3/4

**TRL 44” GRILL**
TRL44A
Cooking Surface:
1,251 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 45 1/4 x (H) 11 x (D) 20

**FEATURES**
- #304 Stainless Steel Construction
- Heavy-Duty Double—Lined Hood
- Heavy-Duty 9mm Cooking Grates
- Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Knobs
- 20,000 BTU Cast Stainless Burners
- Flame Thrower Ignition
- Interior Cooking Lights
- Exterior LED Lights
- Heat-Zone Separators
- Easy-Clean Briquette System
- Rotisserie Kit Included
- Drop-In Sear Burner Available
- Matching Side Burner Available
- Built-In and Carts Models Available
Quality you can afford. The Sizzler Series is a premium product at an unbeatable price. Constructed in all #443 stainless steel* and designed with careful precision to ensure optimal airflow and even heating, this grill gives its higher—priced competitors a run for their money in both durability and grilling performance. The Sizzler will impress the most discriminating of grillers.

**FEATURES**
- #443 Stainless Steel Construction
- Double—Lined Hood
- 8mm Cooking Grates
- 12,000 BTU #304 Stainless Burners
- 15,000 BTU IR Back Burner
- Flame Thrower Ignition
- Manual Flash Tube Ignition
- Easy-Clean Briquette System
- Built-In and Cart Models Available
- Matching Side Burner Available
- Rotisserie Kits Available
- Drop-in IR Sear Burner Available
- Available in 26”, 32” and 40” Models
- 14,000 BTU Cast Stainless Burners
- Exterior LED Lighting
- Interior Cooking Lights
- Heat Zone Separators
- Available in 32” and 40” Models

**SIZZLER 26” GRILL**  
SIZ26  
Cooking Surface: 550 sq. in.  
Cutouts: (W) 23 3/4 x (H) 8 1/2 x (D) 20 3/4

**SIZZLER/PRO 32” GRILL**  
SIZPRO-32 / SIZ32  
Cooking Surface: 795 sq. in.  
Cutouts: (W) 30 5/8 x (H) 8 1/2 x (D) 20 3/4

**SIZZLER/PRO 40” GRILL**  
SIZPRO-40 / SIZ-40  
Cooking Surface: 985 sq. in.  
Cutouts: (W) 38 x (H) 8 1/2 x (D) 20 3/4
The Alturi™ Series can be summed up in one word – luxury. Designed with elegance, fueled with raw power and loaded with every feature, this grill sets the bar for luxury outdoor cooking. Details like the angle-mounted interior lights, rotisserie storage and spring-assisted hood provide ultimate convenience.

ALTURI 30” GRILL
ALT30T
Cooking Surface: 815 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 28 1/2 x (H) 10 3/16 x (D) 23 1/16

ALTURI 36” GRILL
ALT36T
Cooking Surface: 1,028 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 34 3/4 x (H) 10 3/16 x (D) 23 1/16

ALTURI 42” GRILL
ALT42T
Cooking Surface: 1,220 sq. in.
Cutouts: (W) 40 1/2 x (H) 10 3/16 x (D) 23 1/16
SIDE BURNERS

**SINGLE SIDE BURNER**
SSSB-1
Total BTUs: 15,000
Cooking Surface: 9 1/2 x 9 1/2

**SIZZLER DOUBLE SIDE BURNER**
SIZSB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2

**SIZZLER PRO DOUBLE SIDE BURNER**
SIZPRO-SB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SEAR SIDE BURNER**
SSEAR-1
Total BTUs: 15,000
Infrared Burner (Up to 1600ºF)
Adjustable High/Low Technology
Cooking Surface: 1 8 1/2 x 1 11/2

**ALTURI DOUBLE SIDE BURNER**
ALTSB2
Total BTUs: 35,000
Solid Brass Burners
Cooking Surface: 21 1/2 x 11 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**

**POWER BURNER**
SSPB-1
Total BTUs: 60,000
Cooking Surface: 13 1/2 x 17 1/4
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SIZPRO-SB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SIZSB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SIZZLER PRO SIDE BURNER**
SIZPRO-SS
Total BTUs: 18,000
Infrared Burner (Up to 1600ºF)
Adjustable High/Low Technology
Cooking Surface: 2 1 1/4 x 1 11/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SINGLE SIDE BURNER**
SSSB-1
Total BTUs: 15,000
Cooking Surface: 9 1/2 x 9 1/2

**TRL DOUBLE SIDE BURNER**
TRLSB-2
Total BTUs: 30,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/4 x 11 1/4
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SSPB-1
Total BTUs: 60,000
Cooking Surface: 13 1/2 x 17 1/4
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SIZPRO-SB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SIZZLER DOUBLE SIDE BURNER**
SIZSB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SIZPRO-SB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SIZZLER SIDE BURNER**
SIZSB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**POWER BURNER**
SIZPRO-SB2
Total BTUs: 24,000
Cooking Surface: 19 1/2 x 10 1/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SIZZLER PRO SIDE BURNER**
SIZPRO-SS
Total BTUs: 18,000
Infrared Burner (Up to 1600ºF)
Adjustable High/Low Technology
Cooking Surface: 2 1 1/4 x 1 11/2
Front Panel LED Lighting

**SINGLE SIDE BURNER**
SSSB-1
Total BTUs: 15,000
Cooking Surface: 9 1/2 x 9 1/2
REFRIGERATION
Enjoy fresh ingredients and chilled beverages with Summerset Stainless Steel Refrigerators. With up to 5.5 cubic feet of storage and glass shelving, these appliances will facilitate food preparation and storage needs for your outdoor kitchen. All Summerset Refrigerators offer durable construction for the outdoors, temperature control, adjustable legs for leveling, and sleek design for function and beauty. Bring the function of your indoor refrigerator outside with matching performance and design.

OUTDOOR RATED REFRIGERATOR  SSRFR-24S
Storage Capacity: 5.4 ft³
Full Stainless Steel Construction
Sealed Back For Energy Efficiency
Quick Cool Technology
UL Certified For Outdoor Use
Door w/ Lock & Key
Digital Thermostat
Overall Dimensions:
(W) 24 x (H) 33 1/4 x (D) 25

SUMMERSET REFRIGERATOR  SSRFR-21S
Storage Capacity: 4.6 ft³
Reversible Door w/ Lock & Key
Interior Light
Glass Shelving
Door w/ Lock & Key
Crisping Drawers
Overall Dimensions:
(W) 22 x (H) 33 1/2 x (D) 24
BARS AND SINKS
Take your outdoor kitchen to the next level with the Beverage Center. Complete with an ice compartment, sink, towel holder, speed rail with condiment tray and built-in bottle opener, this will make you the best host in the neighborhood. Don’t worry, when the sun goes down the LEDs will light it up and keep the party going!

ICE CHESTS
With our grills heating things up, we have just what you need to keep cool. Choose between two sizes to optimize your serving station. With up to 40 lbs. of ice capacity, load ‘em up with refreshments, snacks or ingredients to make for a good time and easy grilling.
ACCESS DOORS

- MINI VERTICAL DOOR
  SSDV-16
- VERTICAL DOOR
  SSDV-18
- LARGE VERTICAL DOOR
  SSDV-20
- 26” DOUBLE DOOR
  SSDD-26
- 33” DOUBLE DOOR
  SSDD-33
- 39” DOUBLE DOOR
  SSDD-39
- 45” DOUBLE DOOR
  SSDD-45

STORAGE DRAWERS

- 17” SINGLEDRAWER
  SSDR1-17
- 17” DOUBLE DRAWER
  SSDR2-17
- 17” TRIPLE DRAWER
  SSDR3-17
- 26” UTENSIL DRAWER
  SSDR1-26U
- 32” DOUBLE HORIZONTAL DRAWER
  SSDR2-32H
STAINLESS COMPONENTS

STORAGE DRAWERS

33” 2-DRAWER/DOOR COMBO
SSDC2-33

33” 3-DRAWER/DOOR COMBO
SSDC3-33

33” 2-DRAWER/LP TANK DRAWER COMBO
SSDC2-33LP

17” 2-DRAWER/TOWEL HOLDER COMBO
SSTDC-17

ACCESSORIES

17” PAPER TOWEL HOLDER
SSTH-17

20” VENTED LP TANK DRAWER
SSDR1-20LP

20” TRASH PULLOUT DRAWER
SSTD1-20

20” 2-BIN TRASH/RECYCLING PULLOUT DRAWER
SSTD2-20

14”x5” ISLAND VENT PANEL
SSIV-14
STAINLESS COMPONENTS

STORAGE DRAWERS

- SINGLE DRAWER
  SSDR-1
- DOUBLE DRAWER
  SSDR-2
- TRIPLE DRAWER
  SSDR-3
- 36” FUEL STORAGE DRAWER
  AMG-SD36
- 36” PANTRY/DOOR COMBO
  SSPC-36
- UTILITY DRAWER
  SSUD-1
- DOUBLE HORIZONTAL DRAWER
  SSHDR-2
- TRASH DRAWER
  SSTD-1
- DOOR/2-DRAWER COMBO
  SSDC-1
- DOOR/3-DOOR COMBO
  SSDC-3
- TOWEL/2-DRAWER COMBO
  SSTDC-1
- TOWEL DRAWER HOLDER
  SSTDH-1
- LIQUID PROPANE DRAWER
  SSLPD-1
- 36” UTILITY DRAWER
  SSDS-36
- AMG-SD36
- SSPC-36
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terra Cotta</td>
<td>Aged Copper</td>
<td>Solar White</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>Surrey Beige</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonial Red</td>
<td>Patina Green</td>
<td>Regal White</td>
<td>Ash Gray</td>
<td>Sierra Tan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regal Red</td>
<td>Hemlock Green</td>
<td>Stone White</td>
<td>Dove Gray</td>
<td>Medium Bronze</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burnundy</td>
<td>Hartford Green</td>
<td>Slate Blue</td>
<td>Slate Gray</td>
<td>Mansard Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matte Black</td>
<td>Evergreen</td>
<td>Regal Blue</td>
<td>Charcoal Gray</td>
<td>Dark Bronze</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Metallic Colors**
- Silver
- Copper
- Champagne
- Pre-Weathered Galvalume®
- ACP® Coated Galvalume®

**Weathered Colors**
- GaFleten™ Raw
- Copper Oxide Raw
- Corten A2® Raw
- Vintage®

*Available at a slight price premium.
* Available in 26ga SAP.
* Also available in Rust.

Colors shown are matched as accurately as possible, but may vary slightly from finished product. These rich and vibrant colors are produced with either Kynar 500® or Hylar 1000® paint, which provide superior color retention and allow Sheffield Metals to offer uncompromised coating warranties for most applications. Coating warranty varies by Regal Red, Matte Black, Copper, Champagne, Silver, and Pre-Weathered Galvalume. Steeplecone's Vintage carries a 20 year Finish Warranty. Please contact your representative for more information.
Round Grove Products LLC Lifetime Limited Warranty

Round Grove Products LLC, hereinafter “Round Grove”, warrants to the original purchasing homeowner, that under normal use this product will be free from defects in material and workmanship for as long as the purchaser owns and lives in the single-family residence, hereinafter “Home”, in which the product was installed.

Round Grove brick oven units are warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a five-year period. Round Grove fireplace and grill island units are warranted against defects in material and workmanship, and against rotting and decay for as long as you own and live in the Home in which the product was installed, provided that it is installed without alteration and in accordance with applicable building codes.

The terms of this Limited Warranty excludes weathering or discoloring of the unfinished scratch-coat finish and delamination, cracking, warping, or other failures of the product which are the result of improper care and use of the product or involve stress caused by localized application of excessive heat (generally determined to be temperatures above 800 degrees Fahrenheit), movement of adjacent building or building components, or expansion/contraction of adjacent building or building components.

Generally, cracking of the refractory mortar is NOT considered to be a warrantable condition, rather it is natural for mortar joints to experience some cracking because of expansion/contraction during the “heat load” in the firebox.

Proper care and use of the product including techniques to dry out the build-up of condensation within the product as spelled out in the product manuals (“Using and Maintaining your Brick Oven” and “Cleaning and maintenance of your pizza oven” available at www.roundgroveproducts.com) must be followed. Failure to follow the correct procedures will void the warranty.

Use of liquid fuels, waxes, charcoal, coal, or fire-starter materials will void the warranty.

No warranty whatsoever is made with respect to the manufacture or performance of materials or components of construction not sold or manufactured by Round Grove, including but not limited to all installation components, including but not limited to, mortar, lath, weather resistant barriers, sealants, flashings, roofing, copings, sheathing and framing. Furthermore, Round Grove makes no warranties whatsoever with respect to aesthetics, design and engineering of the structure into which Round Grove products are incorporated, or workmanship involved in the application of any Round Grove products warranted hereunder. The Round Grove product is not waterproof. The Round Grove product must be incorporated into a finish applied by a building professional that contains adequate mechanisms for water management. Round Grove has no responsibility for damage caused by moisture intrusion through the exterior or building envelope or around any of the exterior or building envelope components or by vapor transmission from the interior of the building to a moisture sensitive part of an interior wall assembly.

Without limiting anything else in this warranty, Round Grove disclaims and assumes no liability for:
• burns or injuries related to the installation, care, use, maintenance, or application of any Round Grove product;
• improper care, use, application or installation of Round Grove’s products;
• use of Round Grove’s products as part of improperly designed or constructed assemblies or buildings or with defective adjacent materials or assemblies;
• failure to follow applicable building codes, specifications, instructions and construction details;
• other design or construction defects, deficiencies and failures on a building where Round Grove’s product is used;
• undertaking on-site inspections or any on-site activities or making oral statements made at the site;
• damage resulting from moisture intrusion, mold, settlement of structures or other building, foundation, or wall movement;
• failure of fireplace or brick oven chimney to draw positive-pressure or prevent smoke from rolling out the front of the firebox opening;
• discoloration due to application of heat or smoke;
• discoloration or deterioration due to airborne contaminate; or contact with any chemicals or paint; staining or oxidations;
• any accumulation of water or moisture in wall assemblies;
• negligence or accidents by any party or parties in maintaining the Round Grove product including but not limited to use of pressure washer to clean;
• replacement if Round Grove’s product is mixed with other chemicals or materials not approved by Round Grove in writing;
• any cause beyond Round Grove’s control; and
• any workmanship, aesthetics or other damage or injury not solely and directly caused by a manufacturing defect in Round Grove’s products as covered under this warranty.
Any complaints regarding appearance or cosmetic effect, including but not limited to color, tint, hue, shading, grain, texture, finish, color consistency, chipping, staining, or non-structural cracks of products must be conveyed in writing to Round Grove by the Purchaser prior to commencing installation. Upon receipt of a written complaint, Round Grove will examine its production records and compare them with approved samples and in the event of a manufacturing discrepancy, will provide a remedy in accordance with the provisions of this Warranty. Round Grove shall have a minimum period of sixty (60) days to investigate any complaint.

NON-RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Where the structure at which the product is installed is neither a single-family residence occupied by the purchaser nor is owned by a public or private corporation for profit or non-profit an unincorporated association or other business entity of any type recognized by law, a church, a school, a governmental or public authority, the time periods stated in this warranty shall be limited to 30 days.

EXTREME EXPOSURE APPLICATIONS
For products that are installed in an Extreme Exposure region, the time periods stated in this warranty shall be limited to 90 days. Definition of Extreme Exposure Regions: The following states are considered to be an Extreme Exposure Region: AK, FL, HI, ID, MT, ND, NM, NV, OR, SD, UT, WA and WY.

WARRANTY CONDITIONS
No warranty herein covers damages resulting from improper installation, improper care or use, abuse, negligence, abnormal or unreasonable use (including failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance), damage resulting in whole or in part from fire or lightning, windstorms, earthquakes, wind-borne objects, falling objects, projectiles, floods, , hail, tornadoes, hurricanes, other abnormal weather conditions, pests, chemical fumes, foreign substances in the air, misuse, vandalism, civil disobedience, war, damage caused by remodeling or renovation, strain applied to the unit by movement of the adjacent buildings, inadequate provision for expansion or contraction of foundation, installation in ships or vehicles, installation outside the Continental United States, acts of God, or other causes beyond the control of Round Grove.

The procedure for obtaining performance of the obligations of this warranty is as follows: if you believe your Round Grove product to be defective, contact the contractor for inspection. If the contractor determines the product or parts thereof to be defective, the manufacturer at its exclusive option will repair; provide a new product or part of a product after having determined that it does not conform to the limited warranties contained herein. The manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue or make changes in any of its products. If the products covered by this warranty are not available, the manufacturer shall have the right to substitute a product that is of equal quality or value. The manufacturer will ship the replacement product or part to the nearest authorized dealer and the purchaser must pay for any and all labor necessary to install such product or part and for the transportation from the nearest authorized dealer to his/her residence.

Any claim must be accompanied by a copy of the Warranty certificate and a copy of the contract or receipt evidencing purchase of the Round Grove product.

ROUND GROVE PRODUCTS LLC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO PURCHASER FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF PROFITS OR ATTORNEYS’ FEES, DAMAGES OR LOSS TO OTHER PROPERTY OR EQUIPMENT, LOSS OF USE, OR CLAIMS OF SERVICE INTERRUPTION, FOR BREACH OF ANY WRITTEN OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES ON ITS PRODUCT.

THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER LABOR TO REMOVE OR REPLACE THE DEFECTIVE PRODUCT.

This limited warranty is exclusive and is in lieu of all other warranties or remedies at law or in equity. All other warranties, representations, or remedies, whether oral, written, express, implied, or imposed by law are disclaimed by Round Grove and waived by the Purchaser and any subsequent owner. Round Grove expressly disclaims any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, or any warranties arising from a course of dealing, usage or trade practice, or any warranty against patent infringement or warranty for work performed in a workmanlike manner. Oral statements by Round Grove employees or agents do not constitute warranties, shall not be relied upon by the Purchaser or any third party, and are not part of the contract for sale or warranty stated herein.
PURCHASER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY SHALL BE THE REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE PRODUCT, COMPONENTS, OR PARTS, ALL AS PROVIDED HEREIN. IN ANY EVENT, THE LIABILITY OF ROUND GROVE PRODUCTS LLC WITH RESPECT TO ANY CONTRACT, OR ANYTHING DONE IN CONNECTION THEREWITH SUCH AS THE PERFORMANCE OR BREACH THEREOF OR FROM THE MANUFACTURE, SALE, DELIVERY, RESALE, INSTALLATION OR TECHNICAL DIRECTION OF INSTALLATION, REPAIR OR USE OF ANY PRODUCT, COMPONENT OR PART COVERED BY OR FURNISHED UNDER THIS CONTRACT WHETHER IN CONTRACT, IN TORT, UNDER ANY WARRANTY, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL NOT, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED HEREIN, EXCEED THE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT, PART OR COMPONENT ON WHICH SUCH LIABILITY IS BASED.

THIS LIMITED EXPRESS WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE, THE ONLY WARRANTY MADE BY ROUND GROVE, AND IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES OR REMEDIES OF ANY NATURE WHATSOEVER TO THE ORIGINAL OR SUBSEQUENT PURCHASERS OR USERS UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, STATUTORY LAW OR OTHERWISE, EXCEPT FOR ACTUAL ECONOMIC DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL PHYSICAL BODILY INJURY. ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS OR REMEDIES, WHETHER ORAL, WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED OR IMPLIED BY LAW ARE DISCLAIMED BY ROUND GROVE AND ARE WAIVED BY THE PURCHASER, PARTICULARLY THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE OR TRADE PRACTICE, OR ANY WARRANTY AGAINST PATENT INFRINGEMENT OR WARRANTY FOR WORK PERFORMED IN A WORKMANLIKE MANNER. ROUND GROVE PRODUCTS LLC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES TO ANY PARTY WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS OR DAMAGE TO THE BUILDING OR ITS CONTENTS, ATTORNEY’S FEES. THIS EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, PAYMENTS OF ANY NATURE MADE BECAUSE OF ACTUAL OR POTENTIAL LIABILITY TO OTHERS, DAMAGES TO ANY OTHER PART OF THE STRUCTURE TO WHICH THE WARRANTED PRODUCTS ARE INCORPORATED OR DAMAGE TO ANY OTHER PROPERTY.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so some of the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to every purchaser.

THIS WRITING CONTAINS THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT BETWEEN ROUND GROVE PRODUCTS LLC AND PURCHASER. DEALERS, CONTRACTORS, APPLICATORS, OR DISTRIBUTORS OF ROUND GROVE’S PRODUCTS HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO GIVE WARRANTIES ON ROUND GROVE PRODUCT’S BEHALF, THAT ARE DIFFERENT FROM OR EXCEED THOSE LISTED HEREIN. PURCHASER SHOULD THEREFORE EXAMINE THIS LIMITED WARRANTY CAREFULLY.

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts; so some of the above limitations may not apply to purchaser.

This Lifetime Limited Warranty extends only to the product(s) which were originally installed at your Home or other structure as recorded on the warranty certificate and shall not be valid or enforceable if you cannot prove that the product(s) were so installed.

This Warranty shall be construed and interpreted under the laws of Ohio. Any provision of this warranty that is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to that jurisdiction only, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions hereof or affecting the validity of enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction. Any applicability of the Magnusson-Moss Act is hereby disclaimed. Round Grove’s failure at any time to enforce any of the terms or conditions stated herein shall not be construed to be a waiver of such provisions.

This warranty gives purchaser specific legal rights and he or she may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
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